
Hybrid Broadast Enryption and Seurity AnalysisShaoquan Jiang and Guang GongDepartment of Eletrial and Computer EngineeringUniversity of WaterlooWaterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, CANADAEmail:fjiangshq, ggongg�alliope.uwaterloo.aNovember 20, 2003Abstrat. A broadast enryption sheme for stateless reeivers is onvenient to users sine it neverupdates their seret information and user revoations are done impliitly in the broadast phase. How-ever, it has a drawbak that the system eÆieny dereases with the growth of the number of revokedusers. Reiproally, the eÆieny in a rekeying sheme is not a�eted by the aumulated number ofrevoking users sine it revokes illegal users in an expliit and immediate way. But it may ause inonve-niene to users sine in many appliations rekeying events may happen frequently. A hybrid approahthat appropriately ombines these two types of mehanisms seems resulting in a good sheme. In thispaper, we suggest suh a hybrid framework by proposing a rekeying algorithm for subset over broadastenryption framework (for stateless reeivers) due to Naor et al. Our rekeying algorithm an simulta-neously revoke a number of users. As an important ontribution, we formally prove that this hybridframework has a pre-CCA like seurity, based on three primitive onditions, where in addition to pre-CCA power, the seurity de�nition allows the adversary to adaptively orrupt and remove users. Finally,we realize the hybrid framework by two seure onrete shemes that are based on omplete subtreemethod and Asano method, respetively. To expliitly revoke r users, the �rst sheme needs omputingoverhead 3r�2+2r log(n=r) and the seond sheme needs omputing overhead r�1a�1 �1+ar loga(n=r);where n is the maximal number of users and a is a onstant.1 IntrodutionBroadast enryption is a mehanism that allows one party to seurely distribute his datato privileged users. Sine its invention by Fiat and Naor [7℄, it has been extensively studied[2, 4{6, 9, 12℄.A subset over method based broadast enryption sheme for stateless reeivers wasstudied by Naor, et al. [10℄. Further work appeared in [1, 6, 12℄. In this mehanism, a user'sseret information is never updated, and user revoation is impliitly ahieved by subset overtehnique in the broadast phase. This method has an advantage of no key updating, whileit has a drawbak that when the number of revoking users grows large, the system eÆienydereases. For example, it takes more time to ompute iphertext, diminishes the e�etiveapaity of users and adds burdens to system management. A omplementary mehanismis a rekeying sheme [4, 11, 14, 15℄ where a user's seret information is expliitly updated foreah membership updating. Thus it avoids the weakness of a stateless sheme. However, itmay ause inonveniene to users due to frequent membership updatings.Sine the above two mehanisms have omplementary features, a hybrid sheme thatappropriately ombines them seems to be a good solution. Suh a sheme should requirethe possibility to update eah user's seret information. Although this is not the ase forappliations like DVD, it is absolutely reasonable for appliations suh as stok quotes, online



database, et. Thus in the sequel, we assume that this ondition is always satis�ed. The �rstwork along this hybrid approah was due to Garay, et al. [8℄. In their method, impliitrevoation is ahieved by the threshold sharing tehnique and the property of over-freefamily. When the number of the (impliit) revoking users reahes the threshold, it updatesa�eted users' seret information expliitly by uni-ast approah.In this paper, we realize the above tradeo� idea by a hybrid framework alled Hyb. Weobtain this framework by proposing a rekeying algorithm to the subset over framework forstateless reeivers [10℄. Our rekeying algorithm an revoke a number of users simultaneously.In the seurity de�nition, the adversary has the power of hosen iphertext attak in the pre-proessing model (pre-CCA). As an important ontribution, we prove that Hyb framework isseure against suh a pre-CCA like attak if three primitive onditions are satis�ed: (1) en-ryption algorithm E for session key protetion is pre-CCA seure, (2) enryption algorithmF for message protetion is semantially seure against passive attak, and (3) (stati) keyassignment satis�es key indistinguishability. Finally, we realize Hyb framework by two pre-CCA seure onrete shemes, Hybs and HybA that are based on omplete subtree method[10℄ and Asano method [1℄, respetively. Computing overhead is the number of iphertextsrequired to revoke a set of users by rekeying algorithm. To explitly revoke r users, Hybssheme needs omputing overhead 3r� 2+2r log(n=r) and HybA needs omputing overheadr�1a�1 � 1 + ar loga(n=r); where n is the maximal number of users and a is a onstant.In ontrast to the result in [8℄, we have the following advantages. First, they did notprovide a provable seurity. Instead, they assume that enryption shemes are \perfet".Di�erent from theirs, we only assume quite reasonable primitive onditions. We prove ourframeworkHyb is seure under a de�nition that allows the adversary to have pre-CCA poweras well as apabilities of adaptively orruption and removing users both. Seond, the rekeyingalgorithm [8℄ is the uni-ast way. As a result, if a key needs updating, then the new key has tobe enrypted under eah legal user's uniquely shared key with the enter. As a omparison,in many realizations of Hyb; for example, Hybs and HybA, in order to seurely inform anew key to its legal users, the number of di�erent iphertexts required for this key is merelya onstant.This paper is organized as follows. In setion 2 we introdue Hyb method. The seurityof this method is proved in setion 3. In setion 4 we give two shemes based on ompletesubtree method and Asano method, respetively. We end with some disussions in setion 5.2 A Framework for Hybrid Broadast EnryptionIn this setion, we suggest a framework for hybrid broadast enryption that aptures theadvantages of a stateless sheme and a rekeying sheme both by extending the subset overframework for stateless reeivers by Naor et al. [10℄. Our ontribution here is mainly a newrekeying algorithm. To ahieve this, we expliit de�ne a user seret information I(u) insteadof an abstrat symbol in [10℄. We all this framework Hyb.Preproessing Phase1. Let U be the set of all possible IDs. Broadast Center (BC) de�nes a olletion of subsetsof U : S1; � � � ; Sz, assoiates a master key Ii and a seret key ki for Si; i = 1; � � � ; z; where



z is polynomially bounded. Suppose that eah singleton fug is ontained in the olletion.(Note: to enable impliitly revoking any subset of users in the broadast phase. This isneessary. See the broadast phase.) Ii implies ki (and probably also implies some Ij withSj � Si). For seurity reason, we require that Ii is not implied by Ij for any Sj � Si: (seethe deryption phase.)2. De�ne K(u) = fkiju 2 Si; i = 1; � � � ; zg and let I(u) be the subset of fIiju 2 Si; i =1; � � � ; zg obtained by removing all It that are implied by another master key, say Ii:Note: throughout this paper, A � B means that A stritly ontains B: Similar de�nition isapplied to � :Join Phase When a new person wants to join, BC �rst heks whether there is a free ID.If yes, he assigns this ID, say u, together with seret key information I(u) to this person.Later, we refer this person by user u as long as he is not expliitly purged from the system.Broadast Phase When BC wants to broadast message M to all users U exept those inR, he �rst �nds a set over Si1 ; � � � ; Sim suh that Si1 [ � � � [ Sim = UnR: Then he forms theiphertext as H(M;R) := hi1; � � � ; im; Eki1 (k); � � � ; Ekim (k); Fk(M)i; (1)where E and F are two enryption algorithms and k is a random number of appropriatelength. (Note: if the sheme is enabled to impliitly revoke any subset of U , then eah fughas to be ontained in the olletion S1; � � � ; Sz sine otherwise there is no way to form asubset over for the ase UnR = fug:)Deryption Phase When u 2 UnR reeives H(M;R); he �rst �nds j suh that u 2 Sij ,then he omputes kij by using I(u) and gets M from it. (Note: If Ii is implied by Ij for someSj � Si; then for R = UnSi; H(M;R) an be derypted by an unprivileged user u 2 SjnSi:Thus it is neessary to require that Ii should not be implied by Ij for Sj � Si:)Rekeying Phase In this part, we propose a rekeying algorithm that updates legal users'seret information in order to expliitly revoke some users.De�nition 1. Let S1; � � � ; Sz be de�ned as before. We say that Si has a level l if there existsa hain of length l: Si1 � Si2 � � � � � Sil�1 � Si;where i1; � � � ; il�1; i are distint; and there exists no suh a hain of length l+ 1:De�nition 2. For two subsets Si and Sj with Si � Sj, if there is no St suh that Si � St �Sj; then we say that Si is a hild of Sj:Let I1; � � � ; Iz be de�ned as before. We partition them into subsets C1; � � � ; C�; for someinteger � suh that eah Ci is generated independently of the rest subsets and no Ci anbe further partitioned to smaller suh subsets. It follows that if Ci is de�ned as the outputof an algorithm Gi with random input string ni; then ni is independent of the rest nj 's.We now de�ne an equivalent relation on I1; � � � ; Iz: We say that Ii; Ij are equivalent if there



exists a sequene Il1(= Ii); Il2; � � � ; Ilt(= Ij) suh that generation proedures for any adjaentkeys Ile; Ile+1 partially share random input string. It is lear from the de�nition of Ci thateah Ci is an equivalent lass that is independent of the rest Cj's. We let C(Ii) denote thelass Cj with Ii 2 Cj.De�nition 3. We say that Ii is dominated by R � U if there exists Ij 2 I(u) for someu 2 R suh that C(Ii) = C(Ij): De�neD(R) = fSijIi is dominated by R and Ii 2 I(u) for some u 2 U g: (2)From the disussion on the partition of I1; � � � ; Iz, we know in order to update Ii andmaintain the key assignment struture as well, it is suÆient and neessary to update C(Ii)(i.e., generate fresh I 0j for eah Ij 2 C(I 0i) and inform its legal users). Thus to revoke allthe users in R, it is suÆient and neessary to update fIijSi 2 D(R)g: In the following, wepresent our new rekeying algorithm to ahieve this goal where we suppose that the maximallevel for S1; � � � ; Sz is L:Rekeying Algorithm1. BC �rst omputes new I 0i for eah Si 2 D(R);2. For eah Si 2 D(R) at level 1 doSuppose Si = fug: If u 62 R; then send Eki(I 0i) to user u:3. For l = 2; � � � ; L doFor eah Si 2 D(R) at level l doFor eah hild Sj of Si broadast Ek0j (I 0i) to all users in Sj, where k0j = kj if Ij isnot updated; otherwise k0j is the new value.4. Set IDs in R to be free.Lemma 1.1. Every set at level 1 has a form of fug; u 2 U:2. All users not in R an update his seret information properly.Proof. 1. This is an immediate onsequene of the fat that any fug is in the subset ol-letion.2. We only need to show that any new information I 0i for any Ii 2 I(u) for some u 2 U whihis dominated by R an be reeived by its desired users SinR: By de�nition, if Ii 2 I(u) isdominated by R, then Si 2 D(R): Thus Ii will be updated to I 0i by Step 1. To show theompleteness, we only need to show that for eah Si 2 D(R), I 0i an be reeived by SinR:This is done by indution on level l: When l = 1; Si has a form of fug: By Step 2, if u 62 R;then he an get I 0i sine he an ompute ki: Assume that for any Si 2 D(R) at level lowerthan l; its legal users an reeive I 0i: We show that for any Si 2 D(R) at level l, its legalusers an reeive I 0i too. Indeed, for eah hild Sj of Si; Sj has a level lower than l: Thus ifSj 2 D(R), all users in SjnR an ompute the new version I 0j. If Sj 62 D(R) but dominatedby R, by de�nition of I(u), for eah u 2 SjnR; there exists an Ij0 that implies Ij for someSj0 with lower level than Sj. Therefore, I 0j an be omputed by u: Thus he an obtain I 0i: IfIj is not dominated by R at all, then k0j = kj . Thus SjnR an obtain I 0i too. On the otherhand, for any u 2 Si, there exists a hild Sj of Si that ontains u sine u is ontained in thesubset olletion. Thus I 0i an be reeived by SinR: ut



3 SeurityIn this setion, we provide a proof of the seurity for Hyb method. We �rst introdue thenotion of key indistinguishability whih is a variant of that in [10℄. Our de�nition is to usemore information about user seret information I(u).De�nition 4. Let S1; S2; � � � ; Sz be de�ned as before. Consider the key assignment for Ci: LetB be a probabilisti polynomial time adversary that hooses Ij 2 Ci as his target and reeivesIt for all It 2 Ci with St 6� Sj :We say that key assignment Ci satis�es key indistinguishabilityif B an not distinguish kj from a random value rj of the same length, i.e.jPr[B(Aj; kj) = 1 for j  B℄� Pr[B(Aj; rj) = 1 for j  B℄j (3)is negligible, where Aj=fItjIt 2 Ci; St 6� Sjg:We say that the (stati) key assignment of Hyb framework satis�es key indistinguishabilityif Ci satis�es this property for eah i = 1; � � � ; �:Lemma 2. let S1; � � � ; Sz be de�ned as before. Suppose Ci; i = 1; � � � ; � satis�es key indis-tinguishability. Let Si1; � � � ; Sim be all the subsets ontained in Sj suh that Iit 2 C(Ij); t =1; � � � ;m: Then hki1 ; � � � ; kimi is indistinguishable for any probabilisti polynomial time adver-sary that reeives all It for It 2 C(Ij) with St 6� Sj:The proof of the lemma is similar to that of Lemma 9 in [10℄. So we omit it here.Now we de�ne the seurity of a Hyb sheme. This de�nition aptures the threats fromexpliitly revoked users, urrent legal users and their ollusions. The adversary an sheduleany orruption, revoations of users of his hoie and he also has a pre-CCA power to requestenryption/deryption of broadast messages/iphtexts of his hoie. Formally,De�nition 5. Consider the following game between a hallenger and an adversaryA againsta Hyb sheme.1. A an take the following ations:(i) He an hoose (Mi; Ri) of his hoie and request for a iphertext H(Mi; Ri);(ii) He an ask for deryption of any iphertext H(M 0i ; R0i) of his hoie. As a result, hewill reeive the plaintext M 0i ;(iii) He an request rekeying algorithm on a set R0i of his hoie;(iv) He an orrupt any user u: And if a user u is orrupted, then I(u) is provided to A:2. Suppose the set of users 
 are urrently orrupted (still privileged). Then A hooses(M;R) of his hoie with 
 � R and gives it to the hallenger.3. The hallenger piks M 0 =M or a random string of the same length and forms a ipher-text H(M 0; R): Then he provides it to A; who tries to guess whih is the ase.Then A outputs a guess bit. A is said to be suessful if his guess is orret. The Hyb shemeis said to be seure if the suess probability of A is negligible.



In the above de�nition, we do not authorize the adversary to ontrol the join operationsine this does not result in a higher seurity. Indeed, our de�nition does not restrit thejoin ativity of potential users. Thus it ontains the ase where every user ID is alwaysin use. Espeially, if a user is purged from the system, another person will join as this IDimmediately. Note seurity in this ase implies the seurity in other ases no matter theadversary ontrols the join operation or not sine its view of the former overs the view ofthe latter.In the rest of this setion, we will onentrate on the proof of the following theorem,whih laims our Hyb method is seure if three primitive onditions are satis�ed.Theorem 1. Assume that the key assignment on Ci satis�es key indistinguishability fori = 1; � � � ; �, that enryption algorithm E is pre-CCA seure, and that F is semantiallyseure against passive attak. Then the Hyb framework is seure.We deompose a proof for the theorem into �ve lemmas below. If a Hyb sheme is inseure,then there exists an adversary A that breaks the seurity in De�nition 5. We show thatthere is an adversary B that an break the seurity of E: We �rst onsider the followinggame between a hallenger and an adversary B that makes use of A to ahieve his goal.1. B uniformly hooses j 2 f1; 2; � � � ; zg and t uniformly from f1; � � � ; Qg; where Q is anupperbound of the number of the over subsets when omputing the iphertext in thebroadast phase. Let the number of requests of rekeying algorithm on any set R0 withR0 \ S(Ij) 6= ; be upperbounded by �� 1; where S(Ij)=[It2C(Ij) St: Finally B hooses duniformly from f0; 1; � � � ; �� 1g:2. B simulates Hyb sheme with S1; � � � ; Sz de�ned before. And then he runs A against it.We use d0 to denote the number of requests up to date for running rekeying algorithm onany set R0 with R0 \ S(Ij) 6= ;: Initially, d0 = 0:3. If A asks for revoking R0i with R0i\S(Ij) 6= ;; then B inreases d0 by d0 = d0+1: If d0 > d,B aborts. Otherwise, B uses his own random inputs to generate a fresh opy C(I 0t) forSt 2 D(R0i)(note if It and It0 are within the same lass, use the same fresh opy). Thenhe forms the updating iphertext of I 0t by using his own knowledge exept for the speialase d0 = d: In this ase, he �rst hooses a random number rw of length jkwj for eahSw � Sj with Iw 2 C(Ij): Then if k0w; satisfying Sw � Sj and Iw 2 C(Ij); is requiredas the enryption key, then instead of using k0w he uses rw (�xed throughout the ased0 = d); and if k0j is required in order to generate a iphertext of I 0t, then he requests forthe iphertext of I 0t from his enryption orale. Furthermore, in ase for the �rst time itreahes d0 = d; if it needs to enrypt I 0w for Sw � Sj; B enrypts a random string rdw ofthe same length instead.If A asks for revoking R0i with R0i\S(Ij) = ;, then d0 is kept unhanged. The rest ationsare the same as in the ase R0i \ S(Ij) 6= ; exept for the ase d0 = d: In this ase, if k0w,satisfying Sw � Sj and Iw 2 C(Ij), is required as an enryption key, he uses rw hosenbefore; if k0j is required as an enryption key, then he queries his enryption orale.4. If A asks to orrupt u 62 Sj; then B provides I(u) to A by using his own knowledge.If A asks to orrupt u 2 Sj and d0 < d; then B provides I(u) to A by using his knowledgetoo.If A asks to orrupt u 2 Sj and d0 = d, then B aborts.



5. When A requests enryption/deryption of an arbitrary (Mi; Ri)/iphertext, B omputesit by using his knowledge if no kw, satisfying Sw � Sj and Iw 2 C(Ij), is requiredor if d0 < d: If d0 = d and kj is required for enryption/deryption, then in ase ofenryption, he hooses the session k uniformly random of appropriate length and asks forits enryption orale and in ase of deryption, he asks for his deryption orale. If d0 = dand kw, satisfying Sw � Sj and Iw 2 C(Ij), is required, then he uses rw hosen before.6. Suppose 
 is the set of users urrently orrupted (i.e., orrupted but still priviledged) byA. If A hooses (M;R); R � 
 for test, B �nds a subset over Si1 [Si2[� � �[Sim = UnR:If it = j and d0 = d; then B announes for a test. Otherwise, B aborts. If B does notabort, he hooses a random number k of appropriate length and gives it to the hallenger.The hallenger provides � 2 fE(k); E(xt)g randomly to B; where xt is a random stringof length jkj: Upon reeiving �, B hooses M 0 = M or a random string M 00 of length jM jequally likely and forms the iphertexthi1; � � � ; im; Eki1 (x1); � � � ; Ekit�1 (xt�1); �;Ekit+1 (k); � � � ; Ekim (k); Fk(M 0)i; (4)where xi; i = 1; � � � ; t � 1 are uniformly random of the length jkj: And then B providesthe above iphertext to A:If B does not abort, then in ase M 0 = M , B outputs whatever A outputs; in ase M 0 israndom, B omplements the output of A. If B aborts somewhere, then it outputs 0, 1 equallylikely.We denote the above game by � rand. We de�ne a variant � real of game � rand as follows.� real is the same as � rand with exeption in the ase of revoking some Ri with Ri\S(Ij) 6= ;and d0 = d in Step 3. In � real; instead of generating new C(I 0j) by himself, B will reeive allI 0t 2 C(I 0j) for St 6� Sj and furthermore reeive k0w for all Sw � Sj with I 0w 2 C(I 0j). And hedoes not need to generate rw for Sw 2 Sj with Iw 2 C(Ij) and later when required to userw, he uses k0w that is reeived above. His enryption/deryption orale will use the seretkey k0j instead of a random number in � rand:Our plan for the proof of seurity of Hyb is as follows.1. The probability that B won't abort in game � real is negligibly lose to 1z� : And it isnegligibly lose to the probability in game � rand:2. If an adversary in the Hyb sheme has a non-negligible advantage, then adversary B ingame � real has a non-negligible advantage, too.3. If adversary B in game � rand has a negligible advantage while it has a non-negligibleadvantage in game � real; then there exists an adversary D that ompromises the keyassignment indistinguishability of Hyb:Based on the key assignment indistinguishability of Hyb sheme and items 2, 3, we onludethat the pre-CCA seurity of E is ompromised, a ontradition.Lemma 3. d0 is the number of times that C(Ij) has been updated up to date.Proof The proofs for both games � real and � rand are idential. Note that if R0i \S(Ij) = ;;C(Ij) is not dominated by R0i. Thus C(Ij) keeps unupdated. In this ase, d0 remains un-hanged by desription of the game. On the other hand, if R0i \ S(Ij) 6= ;; then there exists



u 2 R0i\S(Ij): Thus C(Ij) is dominated by u: Thus C(Ij) will be updated. By the desriptionof the game, d0 = d0 + 1 in this ase. utDe�ne Non� abort(� ) to be the event in game �  in whih the adversary B does notabort, where  2 freal; randg: We have the following lemma.Lemma 4. Pr[Non� abort(� real)℄ � 1z� , where � means \negligibly lose".Proof Suppose (Si1; Sj1); � � � ; (Siq ; Sjq) are all the possible pairs of subsets, satisfying Sit �Sj and Sit is a hild of Sjt , or satisfying it = jt and Sit = fug for some u 2 Sj; wheret = 1; � � � ; q: Suppose these pairs are arranged suh that jSj1j � jSj2j � � � � � jSjq j: In game� real; when reahing the ase d0 = d for the �rst time, B is supposed to send the rekeyingiphertexts, Ek0it (I 0jt) and atually he sends Ek0it (rdjt) in game � real for t = 1; � � � ; q: Notehere k0it is the urrently used key (before reeiving this iphertext), i.e., k0it = kit if it has notbeen updated (for example, at level one, we always have k0it = kit :We then de�ne a sequene of hybrid games of � real; whih we denote by � reall ; wherel = 0; 1; � � � ; q: Then the main di�erene between � real and � reall is in the above speialevent when B is supposed to send Ek0it (I 0jt); t = 1; � � � ; q: In � real, B sends Ek0it (rdjt) for allt = 1; � � � ; q: However, in � reall , B sends Ek0it (rdjt) for 1 � t � l and he sends Ek0it (I 0jt) forl < t � q: Furthermore, to enable him to do this, B will reeive I 0w for all Sw 6� Sil ; togetherwith all k0r, satisfying Sr � Sjl and Ir 2 C(Ij): Note that � realq = � real: And � real0 is thegame where B atually know C(I 0j): Sine � real0 atually does not relate to q; we simply writeit as � real0 In the following, we show that the probabilities of non-abort events in � real0 and� real are negligibly lose. If this were not true, we show that there exists an adversary Dthat an ompromise the key assignment indistinguishability of C(Ij) for some j: The ationof D an be desribed as follows.1. D hooses j from f1; � � � ; zg uniformly and then he selets l uniformly from f1; � � � ; �g,where � is the upperbound of q: If l > q; then D exits with 1 or 0 equally likely; otherwise,D announes k0il as his target. As a response, he will reeive all I 0w 2 C(I 0j) for all Sw 6� Silas well as �w 2 fk0w; rwg for Sw � Sil, where all are taken from the �rst omponent or allare taken from the seond omponenet and the probability is 1/2.2. D follows the deription of � reall�1 exept when reahing the speial ase d0 = d for the�rst time. In this ase, if required to send Ek0il (I 0jl); D sends E�il (I 0jl) or E�il (rdjl) withprobability 1=2 if jSilj > 1; he sends E�il (rdjl) if jSilj = 1.3. If D does not abort, the in ase he sent E�il (I 0jl) in the exeption he outputs 1; in asehe sent E�il (rdjl) in the exeption, he outputs 0. If D does abort, then in ase he sentE�il (I 0jl) in the exeption, he outputs 0; in ase he sent E�il (rdjl) in the exeption, heouputs 1.Now we alulate the advantage Adv(D) of D. Let p1l (j) be the non-abort probabilityin game � reall , for a �xed j: Also de�ne p0l (j) be the non-abort probability for a �xed j inthe avariant game of � reall where in the speial ase k0it is replaed by rit for all t satisyingSit � Sj and Iit 2 C(Ij). De�ne lj to be the number t suh that jSitj = 1 but jSit+1j > 1 for



a �xed hoie j: Then we haveAdv(D) = 1z� Pzj=1Pql=lj+1 p0l�1(j)+1�p0l (j)2 � 1z� Pzj=1Pql=lj+1 p1l�1(j)+1�p1l (j)2= 12z� Pzj=1[(p0lj(j)� p0q(j))� (p1lj(j)� p1q(j))℄� 12z� Pzj=1(p1lj (j)� p1q(j))� 12� (Pr[Non� abort(� real0)℄� Pr[Non� abort(� real)℄:Here the �rst � holds sine p0lj(j) � p0q(j), whih an be proved using standard argument toredue the pre-CCA seurity of E; the seond � holds sine p10(j) � p1i1 � � � � � p1ilj , whihan be proved by notiing the following fats :� jSitj = 1 for t = 1; � � � ; lj.� If there exists two adjaent probabilities p1t (j) and p1t+1 with a non-negligible gap, thenone an easily ompromise the indistinguishability of kit+1 with a non-negligible gap,whih an be done by notiing that the rekeying iphertexts here an be simulated inboth of these two games.Thus we have D has a non-negligible advantage, ontradition to the assumption of the keyassignment indistinguishability of C(Ij) for all j = 1; � � � ; z:Consider a variant � real00 of game � real0. For ase d0 = d at Step 4, suppose that in game� real00 instead of abortion, B responses faithfully. He an do this beause he knows C(I 0j):The rest of the ation is unhanged (although B an ompute kj already, we onsider thease B still follows its desribed ation. Our point is A an realize whether B is normal ornot). We show that B aborts in � real0 if and only if it aborts in game � real00 : Suppose xis a transript in � real0 in whih B aborts at Step 4 and x0 is the transript in � real00 withpre�x being x while instead of abortion at Step 4 B ontinues his ation desribed above. IfB won't abort in x0, then when A announes for a test by providing (M;R); d0 = d sine ifd0 > d then B will abort at Step 3. It follows that u is not revoked (i.e., urrently he is aprivileged user). Sine we assume that A is a valid attaker, it follows that u 62 R: Thus forany subset over Si1 [ Si2 [ � � � [ Sim = UnR; there exists no t suh that it = j: Therefore,B must abort, a ontradition. Thus Pr[Non� abort(� real0)℄ = Pr[Non� abort(� real00)℄:Now we onsider Pr[Non� abort(� real00)℄. Let �worl(D) denote the set of the viewsof adversary A in the real world (i.e. in De�ntion 5) with restrition that the number ofrequests of rekeying algorithm on revoking set R0 with R0 \ S(Ij) 6= ; is D: Note that theview of adversary A in Step 1-5 in game � real00 before his abortion is distributed exatlythe same as in the real world sine B's ation is aording to the real world. If instead ofabortion when d0 > d at Step 3, B ontinues the normal ation as desribed in the real world,the adversary view in Step 1-5 will be distributed exatly the same as in the real world. Itfollows that given d hosen by B, if B won't abort in Step 1-5, the view of A during Step 1-5is distributed exatly the same as in the real world onditional on D � d; where D is thenumber de�ned before. And therefore, the non-abort probability in Step 1-5 in game � real00is PD�d Pr[�worl(D)℄; where Pr[ ℄ is aording to distribution of the view of adversary A inthe real world.Furthermore, in Step 6, sine A is assumed to be valid, it follows that if B won't aborttill B reeives A's test query (M;R), the adversary view of A is distributed the same as in



the real world onditional on D � d: And sine at this point B won't abort if and only ifit = j and d0 = d; it follows that onditional on that B won't abort, the adversary view tilljust before he reads the test iphertext is distributed the same as x 2 �worlit=j (d) in the realworld, where �worlit=j (d) is the subset of �worl(d) with the restrition it = j: Thus given t, wehave Pr[Non� abort(� real00)℄ = 1�P��1d=0Px2�worl(d) Pr[it = j; x℄= 1�P�worl Pr[it = j; x℄= Pr[it = j℄= 1z� ;where �worl= [��1d=0 �worl(d): Therefore, we have Pr[Non� abort(� real0)℄ = 1z� : utLemma 5. Pr[Non� abort(� real)℄ is negligibly lose to Pr[Non� abort(� rand)℄:Proof If the onlusion were not true, by using adversary B; we show that there wouldexist j suh that key assignment C(Ij) does not satisfy key indistinguishability. We denotesuh an attaker by O: He ats as follows.1. O runs algorithm adversary B desribed in game � real.2. When B hooses j, O announes to have a test on Sj. As a response, he will reeive allIt for It 2 C(Ij) with St 6� Sj as well as h�i0 ; �i1; � � � ; �ihi taken from hki0 ; ki1; � � � ; kihi orhr0; r1; � � � ; rhi uniformly random. Here rt is uniformly random of length jkitj and kit isthe key assoiated with Sit; where i0 = j and Si1; � � � ; Sih are all proper subsets of Sj withIit 2 C(Ij); t = 1; � � � ; h: Then O forwards all suh information exept �i0 to adversaryB: Then O answers the enryption/deryption queries of B by using �i0:3. If B does not abort, thenO outputs 1 with probability p1p1+p2 ;where p1=Pr[Non� abort(� rand)℄and p2=Pr[Non� abort(� real)℄: Otherwise, it outputs 1 with probability p2p1+p2 :Now we analyze the probabilities. Note that if h�i0 ; �i1; � � � ; �ihi = hki0 ; ki1; � � � ; kihi;then the game initiated by B is exatly � real: Thus the non-abort probability is exatly p2:On the other hand, if h�i0 ; � � � ; �ihi = hr0; � � � ; rhi, the game initiated by B is distributedexatly the same as game � rand: Let Adv(O) be the advantage of O in breaking the keyindistinguishability of C1; � � � ; C�: Then we haveAdv(O) = j1z Pzj=1(Pr[O(r0; � � � ; rh; Aj) = 1 : j℄� Pr[O(ki0; � � � ; kih; Aj) = 1 : j℄)j= ���8: p1p1+p2 p1 + p2p1+p2 (1� p1)9;�8: p1p1+p2p2 + p2p1+p2 (1 � p2)9;���= 1p1+p2 jp21 + p2 � p1p2 � p1p2 � p2 + p22j= 1p1+p2 (p1 � p2)2> 12(p1 � p2)2:Sine p1 � p2 is non-negligible, it follows that Adv(O) is non-negligible, a ontradition toLemma 2. ut



Lemma 6. Suppose that key assignment on C(Ij) for all j satis�es key indistinguishability,that F is semantially seure against passive attak, and that E is pre-CCA seure. If Hybframework is inseure, then adversary B has a non-negligible advantage in game � real:Proof We �rst prove that the output advantages in � real and � real0 are negligibly lose. Ifthis were not true, then there exists adversary D that an ompromise the key assignmentindistinguishability of C(Ij) for some j: The ation is similar to that in Lemma 4. The onlydi�erene is the output. In the speial ase, if D sent Ek0il (rdjl) then he follows the outputrule of B in game � real; otherwise, he omplements the output rule of B in game � real (reallthat in all variants of � real B has the same output rule). Immediately, we have that theadvantage Adv(D) of D is as follows.Adv(D) =P�l=1 Adv(� reall )�Adv(� reall�1 )2�= Adv(� real)�Adv(� real0)2� ;non-negligible, ontradition.Suppose a Hyb sheme is inseure. Let A be the algorithm that is against Hyb sheme.We an separate A as (A1;A2): The job of A1 is to do the �rst part of the attak, whihoutputs (M;R) for test and as well as some auxiliary information �; where R ontains allthe users that are orrupted urrently. And A2 is the seond part of A, whih will reeivethe hallenge iphertext H(M 0; R) from the hallenger and auxiliary information � from A1;where M 0 = M or a random number of length jM j equally likely. Then A2 outputs a guessbit for M 0:De�neHj(M;R) = hi1; � � � ; im; Eki1 (r1); � � � ; Ekij (rj); Ekij+1 (k); � � � ; Ekim (k); Fk(M)i (5)to be a random variable over the distribution of R and its internal oins, where R is theoutput of A1: If j > m; let Hj(M;R) = Hm(M;R):De�ne�j = Pr[A2(Hj(M;R); �) = 1 for �;M;R A1℄�Pr[A2(Hj(M 00; R); �) = 1 for �;M;R  A1℄;where M 00 is a random string of length jM j; j = 0; � � � ; Q: Here Q is an upperbound of m:Note that �0 is exatly the advatage of A in seurity de�nition of Hyb sheme. Thus it is non-negligible aording to the assumption. On the other hand, �Q is negligible by the semantiseurity of F against passive attak and the fat that k happened to our somewhere elseduring the attak only with negligible probability (sine it is uniformly random).Now let us analyze the advantage of B in game � real0: For simpliity, we also separate Binto two parts (B1;B2): The job of B1 is to output k for test and some auxiliary information�: On reeiving the hallenge iphertext  2 fEkj (k); Ekj(rj)g and �, the job of B2 is tooutput a guess bit.From the proof of Lemma 4, we know that for given d; t; j; if B won't abort, thenthe view of adversary A in ase \ 2 Ekj(k)" is distributed exatly the same as in thereal world onditional on the set of events �worlit=j (d) exept that the hallenge iphertextH(M 0; R) is replaed by Ht�1(M 0; R): Note that H(M 0; R) is one-one orrespondent to a set



fHt�1(M 0; R)jr1; � � � ; rt�1g; where the random bits used in Ht�1(M 0; R) for given r1; � � � rt�1are the same as in H(M 0; R): Thus, for any suh a view x in the real world, let Tt�1(x)be the set of views in � real0 that orresponds to x with parameter t suh that Ekit (k) isontained in the hallenge instead of Ekit (rt): Then the probability that there exists an o-urene of view in Tt�1(x) onditional on �xed d; t; j and non-abortion event is Pr[x℄Pr[�worlit=j (d)℄:Note Pr[�worlit=j (d)℄ =Px2�worl(d) Pr[it = j; x℄:De�ne �1(t; j; d)=Pr[B2(Ekj(k); �) = 1 for k; �  B1jd; t; j℄ to be the probability thatB outputs bit 1 onditional on non-abortion event and �xed d; j; t in Step 1 of the game.Similarly, de�ne �2(t; j; d)=Pr[B2(Ekj (rt); �) = 1 for k; �  B1jd; t; j℄:We have �1(t; j; d) =Px2�worlj=it (d;0) Pr[x℄Pr[�worlit=j (d)℄ Pr[A2(x0 2 Tt�1(x)) = 1 : x℄+Py2�worlj=it (d;1) Pr[y℄Pr[�worlit=j (d)℄ Pr[A2(y0 2 Tt�1(y)) = 0 : y℄;where �worlit=j (d; a) denotes the subset of �worlit=j (d) suh that if M is used in the hallengeiphertext then a = 0; otherwise, a = 1.Similarly, �2(t; j; d) =Px2�worlj=it (d;0) Pr[x℄Pr[�worlit=j (d)℄ Pr[A2(x0 2 Tt(x)) = 1 : x℄+Py2�worlj=it (d;1) Pr[y℄Pr[�worlit=j (d)℄ Pr[A2(y0 2 Tt(y)) = 0 : y℄:Notie that when B aborts, he will output 0 or 1 uniformly random. Thus the advantageof B omes from non-abort event only. Also notie that Pr[�worlit=j (d; a)℄ = Pr[�worlit=j (d)℄=2:Thus the advantage Adv(B) of B is exatly the followingAdv(B) = Xt;j;dPr[t; j; d℄(�1(t; j; d)��2(t; j; d)) Pr[�worlit=j (d)℄=2: (6)We further haveAdv(B) =Pj;t;d Pr[t; j; d℄Px2�worlj=it (d;0) Pr[x℄ Pr[A2(x0 2 Tt�1(x)) = 1 : x℄=2+Pt;j;d Pr[t; j; d℄Py2�worlj=it (d;1) Pr[y℄ Pr[A2(y0 2 Tt�1(y)) = 0 : y℄=2�Pj;t;d Pr[t; j; d℄Px2�worlj=it (d;0)Pr[x℄ Pr[A2(x0 2 Tt(x)) = 1 : x℄=2�Pt;j;d Pr[t; j; d℄Py2�worlj=it (d;1) Pr[y℄ Pr[A2(y0 2 Tt(y)) = 0 : y℄=2= 12Qz�Pj;t;dPx2�worlj=it (d;0)Pr[x℄ Pr[A2(x0 2 Tt�1(x)) = 1 : x℄+ 12Qz�Pt;j;dPy2�worlj=it (d;1)Pr[y℄ Pr[A2(y0 2 Tt�1(y)) = 0 : y℄� 12zQ�Pj;t;dPx2�worlj=it (d;0)Pr[x℄ Pr[A2(x0 2 Tt(x)) = 1 : x℄� 12zQ�Pt;j;dPy2�worlj=it (d;1)Pr[y℄ Pr[A2(y0 2 Tt(y)) = 0 : y℄For a �xed t, any x 2 �real has a unique j suh that j = it ( reall it is de�ned as im ift > m). Thus [j�worlj=it (d; 0) is the subset of �worl(d) in whih M is used in the hallengeiphertext for A: Denote the union by �worl(d; 0): Furthermore, subsets in this union are



pairwise disjoint. Similar observations are applied to other three ases. Thus we haveAdv(B) = 12Qz�Pt;dPx2�worl(d;0)Pr[x℄ Pr[A2(x0 2 Tt�1(x)) = 1 : x℄+ 12Qz�Pt;dPy2�worl(d;1) Pr[y℄ Pr[A2(y0 2 Tt�1(y)) = 0 : y℄� 12zQ�Pt;dPx2�worl(d;0)Pr[x℄ Pr[A2(x0 2 Tt(x)) = 1 : x℄� 12zQ�Pt;dPy2�worl(d;1) Pr[y℄ Pr[A2(y0 2 Tt(y)) = 0 : y℄Further notie that any x 2 �worl has a unique D. ThusAdv(B) = 12Qz�PtPx2�worl(0) Pr[x℄ Pr[A2(x0 2 Tt�1(x)) = 1 : x℄+ 12Qz�PtPy2�worl(1) Pr[y℄ Pr[A2(y0 2 Tt�1(y)) = 0 : y℄� 12zQ�PtPx2�worl(0) Pr[x℄ Pr[A2(x0 2 Tt(x)) = 1 : x℄� 12zQ�PtPy2�worl(1)Pr[y℄ Pr[A2(y0 2 Tt(y)) = 0 : y℄= 12Qz�PtPx2�worl(0) Pr[x℄ Pr[A2(x0 2 Tt�1(x)) = 1 : x℄� 12Qz�PtPy2�worl(1)Pr[y℄ Pr[A2(y0 2 Tt�1(y)) = 1 : y℄� 12zQ�PtPx2�worl(0) Pr[x℄ Pr[A2(x0 2 Tt(x)) = 1 : x℄+ 12zQ�PtPy2�worl(1) Pr[y℄ Pr[A2(y0 2 Tt(y)) = 1 : y℄;where �worl(a) = [d�worl(d; a) for a 2 f0; 1g: Note that �worl(0) \ �worl(1) = ; and�worl(0) (resp. �worl(1)) is the subset of �worl suh that M (resp. M 00) is used in thehallenge iphertext. Therefore,Adv(B) = 12zQ�PQt=1(�t�1 � �t)= 12zQ�(�0 � �Q):Thus B has a non-negligible advantage. utLemma 7. If adversary B in game � rand has a negligible advantage while it has a non-negligible advantage in game � real; then there exists an adversary D that ompromises thekey assignment indistinguishability of Hyb:Proof The ation of D is the same as O in Lemma 5 exept the output. Here D does thefollowing:1. If B aborts in x, then D outputs 0, 1 equally likely.2. If B does not aborts in x and outputs 1, then D outputs 1 with probability prealpreal+prand ; ifB won't abort and outputs 0, then D outputs 1 with probability prandpreal+prand ; where preal(resp. prand) is the probability B outputs 1 in game � real (resp. � rand) whih is not dueto abortion event.For h 2 freal; randg; let �h0 denote the set of views of A in game � h with the abortion ofB and �h1 denote the set of views of A in game � h with non-abortion of B. For simpliity,let D = (D1;D2); where the job of D1 is to output j and the job of D2 is to do the rest job.



Then we haveAdv(D) = jPr[D2(r0; � � � ; rh; Aj) = 1 for j  D1℄� Pr[D2(ki0 ; � � � ; kih; Aj) = 1 for j  D1℄j= jPr[B(x 2 �real1 ) = 1℄ � prealpreal+prand + (1� Pr[Non� abort(� real))=2�(Pr[B(x 2 �rand1 ) = 1℄ � prealpreal+prand + (1� Pr[Non� abort(� rand)℄)=2)+Pr[B(x 2 �real1 ) = 0℄ � prandpreal+prand � Pr[B(x 2 �rand1 ) = 0℄ � prandpreal+prand j� j(Pr[B(x 2 �real1 ) = 1℄� Pr[B(x 2 �rand1 ) = 1℄) � preal�prandpreal+prand j= (preal�prand)2preal+prand= (Advreal(B)�Advrand(B))24(preal+prand) ;� (Advreal(B)�Advrand(B))28 ;where � means \negligibly lose" and Advh(B) is the advantage of B in game � h; forh 2 freal; randg: Therefore, Adv(D) is non-negligible. utProof of Theorem 1 The theorem diretly follows from Lemmas 5, 6 and 7. ut4 Two Conrete Shemes4.1 Hybs shemeNow we realize the Hyb framework by a onrete onstrution Hybs sheme. This shemeis based on a omplete subtree method for stateless reeivers [10℄.Preproessing Phase1. BC builds a binary omplete tree TR with n leaves. Let these leaves from left to rightbe users u1; � � � ; un: And let the internal nodes be v1; � � � ; vn�1 in width �rst order. Forsimpliity, we also identify node ui with vi+n�1; i = 1; � � � ; n: De�ne Si to be the setof users rooted at node vi; i = 1; � � � ; 2n � 1: BC piks a seret random number ki ofappropriate length and assoiates it to Si; i = 1; � � � ; 2n� 1: De�ne Ii simply to be ki:2. I(u):=fIiju 2 Si; i = 1; � � � ; 2n � 1g: In other words, I(u) is the set of ki lying on thepath from u to the root.Join Phase The same as in the framework.Broadast Phase If BC wants to broadast message M to all users U exluding R; thenBC �rst �nds a Steiner tree Steiner(R) (i.e., the smallest subtree of TR that overs users R



and the root v1). Let vi1; vi2; � � � ; vim be all the nodes that hang o� Steiner(R): Then sineSi1 [ Si2 [ � � � [ Sim = UnR; BC forms the iphertext as followsH(M;R) = hi1; i2; � � � ; im; Eki1 (k); � � � ; Ekim (k); Fk(M)i; (7)Deryption PhaseWhen reeivingH(M;R); a user u 2 UnR �rst �nds j suh that u 2 Sij :Sine u has kij he an get message M:Rekeying Phase The maximal level among that of subsets S1; � � � ; S2n�1 is L = 1 + log n:For eah internal node j with two hildren j1; j2; we have that Sj has exatly two hildren:Sj1 ; Sj2: Sine that Si has level l is equivalent to say vi at depth L � l; where the depth ofa node is de�ned as the distane from the root to this node, the rekeying algorithm an bewritten as follows. This algorithm an be looked as an extension1 of that in [3, 14℄ to ahievesimultaneous revoations. Suppose that R is the set of users to be revoked.1. BC �nds Steiner(R) in TR:2. For eah vi 2 Steiner(R) at depth L� 1,BC updates ki to a random number k0i of the same length.3. For j = L� 2; � � � ; 0For eah node vi 2 Steiner(R) at depth j,BC updates ki to a random key k0i of the same length;let vi1 and vi2 be the two hildren of vi, thensends Ek0i1 (k0i) to all users rooted at vi1; sends Ek0i2 (k0i) to all users rooted at vi2;where k0i1 (reps. k0i2) is the urrent assoiated random number for vi1 (resp. vi2) if itis updated; otherwise, k0i1 = ki1 (reps. k0i2 = ki2).4. BC sets IDs in R to be free.Lemma 8. we have C(Ii) = fIig and key assignment indistinguishability holds for C(Ii); i =1; � � � ; 2n� 1:Proof Sine eah ki is uniformly random, it follows C(Ii) = fIig: Key indistinguishabilityholds sine C(Ii) is not dominated by UnSi: utBy using Theorem 1, we haveCorollary 1. If enryption algorithm E is pre-CCA seure and F is semantially seureagainst passive attak, then Hybs is seure.Now we briey disuss the performane of Hybs: Eah user has a key size jI(u)j = 1 +log n: To impliitly revoke r users in the broadast phase, ommuniation overhead has aupperbound r log(n=r); whih was proved in [10℄. To expliitly revoke r users in the rekeyingphase, the number of iphertexts required is upperbounded by 3r�2+2r log(n=r); where theproof is essentially to show that the number of internal nodes in Steiner(R) is upperboundedby r � 1 + r log(n=r):1 The simultanous revoation problem for HLK rekeying sheme appeared in the assignement question in the ourse[13℄.



4.2 HybA ShemeIn this subsetion, we realize Hyb framework by a sheme alled HybA sheme. This shemeis based on a subset over sheme for stateless reeivers, whih we all Asano method [1℄. Ourmain ontribution here is an eÆient simultaneous rekeying algorithm and a formal proof ofthe seurity.Preproessing Phase1. BC hooses a RSA omposite N = pq and primes Ph; h 2 f0; 1ganf0g; where p; q aretwo large primes and a is a onstant number. Then he makes N and Ph; h 2 f0; 1ganf0gpubli.2. BC onstruts an a-ary omplete tree with n leaves. Let these leaves from left to rightdenote users u1; � � � ; un; let the internal nodes be v1; � � � ; vn�1a�1 in width �rst order. Identifyui with vi+n�1a�1 ; i = 1; � � � ; n: For eah i = 1; � � � ; n�1a�1 and h = h1 � � �ha 2 f0; 1ganf0g; letSi;h:=fujj9 t s:t: ht = 1 and uj is rooted at the tth hild of ui from left to right g: (8)Let T0=Qh2f0;1ganf0gPh: For eah internal node vi, BC hooses a random number ki andthen assoiates Si;h with key ki;h:=f(kT0=Phi ) and seret information Ii;h = kT0=B(h)i ; wheref() is a hash funtion and B(h)=Qh�b Pb: Here \h � b" means that the ith bit hi of h isless than or equal to the ith bit bi of b for all i = 1; � � � ; a:3. Now we de�ne I(u) for a user u as followsI(u):=fIi;ej ju is rooted at the jth hild of vi; j = 1; � � � ; a; i = 1; � � � ; n� 1a� 1 g; (9)where ej is an a-bit string and eah of its omponent is 0 exept the jth bit.Join Phase User join is done the same as in the framework.Broadast Phase If BC wants to broadast message M to all U exept R; then he �rst�nds a Steiner tree Steiner(R) in TR. Let fvi1; vi2; � � � ; vimg be all the internal nodes inSteiner(R): Assoiate an a-bit number H(j) with eah node vj 2 fvi1; � � � ; vimg; where thetth bit of H(j) is 1 i� the tth hild of vj is not in Steiner(R): Remove vj from fvi1; � � � ; vimgif H(j) = 0: WLOG, we still let vi1; � � � ; vim denote the remaining nodes. ThenSi1;H(i1) [ � � � [ Sim;H(im) = UnR: (10)Thus the iphertext is de�ned as follows.H(M;R):=hi1; � � � ; im; Eki1 ;H(i1)(k); � � � ; Ekim;H(im)(k); Fk(M)i: (11)Deryption Phase When reeiving H(M;R), user u 2 UnR �rst �nds j suh thatu 2 Sij;H(ij): Then he an ompute kij ;H(ij) from Iij;ej0 ; where we suppose that u is rooted atthe j0th hild of vij : Then he an get M .Rekeying Phase Now we present the rekeying algorithm. Our algorithm is a ompatversion from rekeying algorithm in the framework. Let R be the set of users to be revoked.



1. BC �nds Steiner tree Steiner(R);2. For eah node vi at depth L � 1 of Steiner(R) (assume the maximal depth is L),he hanges ki on node vi to a random number k0i of the same length;For j = 1; � � � ; a, let u be the jth hild of vi; BC sends Eki;ej (I 0i;ej) to u if u 62 R; whereI 0i;ej is the fresh version of Ii;ej :3. De�ne an a-bit number e = 11 � � � 1:For l = L� 2; � � � ; 0 doFor eah node vi in Steiner(R) at depth l; hange ki to a random number k0i of thesame length.For j = 1; � � � ; a; doLet the jth hild of vi be vt: Then he broadasts Ek0t;e(I 0i;ej) to all users rooted at nodevt; where k0t;e is the new value if it is updated; otherwise k0t;e = kt;e: Here I 0i;ej is thefresh version of Ii;ej :4. BC sets IDs in R to be free.Now we have the following lemma.Lemma 9. For eah i and a non-zero a-bit string h; C(Ii;h) = fIi;bjb 2 f0; 1ganf0gg: And ifwe assume f() is a random orale, then key assignment indistinguishability holds for C(Ii;h):Proof The �rst onlusion follows from the fat: ki is uniform and independent offkj jj 6= ig. Now we show the key assignment indistinguishability of C(Ii;h) holds. For giveni, Si;b � Si;h if and only if b � h: Thus for an adversary B that attempts to break thekey indistinguishability of C(Ii;h); he will reeive Ii;b for all b suh that b 6� h; i:e:;9t s.t.ht = 0 and bt = 1; where ht (resp. bt) is the tth bit of h (resp. b). Notie the followingfat: assume that k is a random number and a;  are two numbers less than N . Assumethat gd(a; ) = d. Then for given ka (mod N) and k (mod N), one an ompute kd(mod N) in O(log3N):This fat an be easily proved by using the Eulidean algorithm. Now we ome bak to ourproof. Notie Ii;b = kT0=B(b)i : It follows from the above fat that for given Ii;b for all b withb 6� h; one an eÆiently ompute k T0LCMfB(b)jb6�hgi ; whih in fat is kQ06=b�h Pbi : Here LCM() isthe least ommon multiple funtion. On the other hand, for given kQ06=b�h Pbi ; one an easilyompute Ii;b for all b with b 6� h: Thus we only need to show that for given kQ06=b�h Pbi ; ki;h isindistinguishable to B: Atually, we show that if there exists algorithm B that distinguisheski;h from a random string of the same length with non-negligible advantage, then there existsan algorithm Inv that inverts RSA funtion xPh with non-negligible probability. Now uponinput � = xPh; Inv does the following0. Inv �nds Q1 and Q2 eÆiently suh that Q1Ph + Q2T0=Ph = 1 by using the Eulideanalgorithm.1. Inv hooses a random number r and omputes � = �(Q06=b�h Pb)=Ph: Then he provides �together with r to B:2. To answer B's queries for f() funtion, Inv maintains a f�list. Initially, this list is empty.For eah query yi, Inv heks in f�list whether yi was queried before. If yes, he providesthe answer reorded in the list to B. Otherwise, Inv omputes i:=�Q1 � yQ2i and heks



whether Phi = �: If yes, he announes suess and outputs i: If yi is not queried before,he hooses a random number gi of length l and provides it to B; where l is the outputlength of f . At the same time, he adds the pair (yi; gi) into his f�list.3. Finally, B outputs a bit b0 for a guess whether his hallenge is random or not. If Inv doesnot announe for suess in the experiment, then he quits with failure.First, � = xQ06=b�h Pb: Sine f() is a random orale, it follows that (�; r) is distributed thesame as in the real world. By alulation, we an verify Phi = � if and only if yi = xT0=Ph:Thus the responses to queries from B are distributed the same as the responses from f()orale of B: If xT0=Ph is not queried before he outputs the guess bit, the guess b0 is orretwith probability exatly 1/2. Assume the probability that xT0=Ph is queried is �; then theadvantage of B is at most �+ 1��2 � 1��2 = �: Sine we assume his advantage is non-negligible,it follows that � is non-negligible. On the other hand, one xT0=Ph is queried, Inv will su-eed. It follows that the suess probability of Inv is �; non-negligible, a ontradition to thehardness of inverting RSA funtion. utNow we investigate the seurityHybA. Sine the rekeying algorithm here does not diretlyfollow the framework, we an not diretly apply Theorem 1. We modify the de�nitions oflevel and hild. In HybA sheme, if an internal node vi is the jth hild of another internalnode vt, then Si;e = St;ej : Here when we de�ne notion of level and hild for eah S1; � � � ; Sz;we \pretend" Si;e is a proper subset of St;ej : Under this modi�ation, then our rekeyingalgorithm for HybA is a simple appliation of rekeying algorithm in Hyb framework. Onean hek line by line that this modi�ation does not a�et the the proof of ompletenesslemma, i.e. Lemma 1 and the proof of the seurity theorem, i.e. Theorem 1. Thus we haveCorollary 2. If enryption algorithm E is pre-CCA seure, F is semantially seure againstpassive attak and f() is a random orale, then HybA sheme is seure.Now we briey disuss the performane of HybA. The size of a user's personal informationI(u) is loga n: To impliitly revoke r users, the ommuniation overhead in the broadastphase is r(1+loga(n=r)); as proved in [1℄. To expliitly revoke r users by rekeying algorithm,the number of the required iphertexts is upperbounded by r�1a�1�1+ar loga(n=r); where theproof is essentially to show that the number of internal nodes in Steiner(R) is upperboundedby r�1a�1 + r loga(n=r):5 DisussionsIn this setion, we give some disussions.1. On independene of C1; � � � ; C�: Previously, we suppose the random bits used togenerate eah C(Ij) are independent of anything else. In reality, to ip a long sequene ofrandom bits in order to satisfy this ondition is not pratial. However, we stress that infat this is not neessary.We an replae the long sequene of oin ips by a pseudorandomsequene. And the seurity of this framework still holds if the original version is seure.The proof is by standard argument. Spei�ally, if the seurity is ompromised due tothis replaement, then we an distinguish this pseudorandom sequene from a randomsequene of the same length.
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